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FOREWORD
Although spectroscopists and astrophysicists need predictions of spectral wave-
lengths, no comprehensive tables of such wavelengths have been published. Rather,
there have been many limited and often unpublished calculations of predicted lines. This
publication is intended to satisfy, at least partially, the need of these scientists and to
reduce the duplication in their efforts.
To a large extent, these predicted wavelengths can be credited to the work of a
relatively few people who tirelessly catalog identified wavelengths. It is believed that the
feedback of these wavelengths will contribute to the progress of their work.
INTRODUCTION
NRL Report 6648 (ref. 1) lists 9386 spectral emission lines with wavelengths less
than 2000 angstroms. Since its publication in February 1968, additional emission lines
of some of the same elements have been added and the listing has been extended to include
emission lines of all elements through iron. The compilation^ now contains more than
20 800 emission lines with wavelengths less than 2000 angstroms.
These emission-line wavelengths and various other related information have been
punched on cards and were used in a computer program to extrapolate and interpolate
wavelengths of unlisted lines. The unlisted wavelengths were calculated according to the
theory of isoelectronic sequences (ref. 2) by using a second-degree polynomial which was
fitted to known wave numbers (reciprocal wavelengths) according to the method of least
squares (ref. 3). The program generated 2513 wavelengths for lines of the following
ions: Li II; Be I,ni,IV; B I to V; C I to HI; N I to IV,VI; O I to HI,V; F I to IX; Ne H to VIE;
Na II to VHI,X; Mg m to IX; Al I,II,IV,VI to XI; Si I to XH,XIV; P I to XHI,XV; S H to
VII,X to XIV; Cl I to VHI,Xn to XVI; Ar I,m to VH,IX to XI,XIV,XV; K H to XVI,XIX;
Ca m to vn,K,x,xn; sc m,v to xv; TI m to xm; v m to xv; cr v,vi,vm to xm,xvi;
Mn VI,IX to XV,XVII,XXIV; Fe V,VH,X to XH,XIV,XV, XVHI; Co VI to XK,XXVI. The
results of the calculations are compiled in this paper.
SYMBOLS
A,B,C,a,b,c constants
J total angular momentum
K multiple of S^
N number of samples
R Rydberg constant
5 parameter representing screening effect due to core electrons of heavy atoms
6 standard deviation based on I
s azimuthal quantum number









I number of known wavelengths used to calculate a new wavelength




KLAP storage location in computer program
IND index number in computer program
METHOD OF CALCULATION
Basically, the program (see appendix) selects wavelengths of the same transition in
isoelectronic ions and uses these wavelengths according to empirical quantum mechanical
relations to calculate wavelengths for the same transition in other isoelectronic ions.
The Balmer formula and combination principle express wave number (reciprocal of
, wavelength) as the difference of two terms:
Terms of multielectron ions are related to atomic number Z according to
Moseley's expression,
T> /17 G\" n
_ t\.(A - i>) _
 A „& <7 , rTm = —^ mZ + B m Z + C m
Also,
_ R ( Z - S ) 2 _ .
 Z2 B z cTn 2 ^ n n
Hence,
a = 1 = Tm - Tn = aZ2 + bZ + cA
This relation shows that for each transition in an isoelectronic sequence the recip-
rocal of wavelength (ordinate) could be plotted against atomic number (abscissa). A
curve plotted through three or more such points would conform closely to a second-degree
polynomial and could be used to interpolate and extrapolate wavelengths for other values
of Z (other ions).
The computer, however, performs this task without the use of a plot. It calculates
the coefficients of a second-degree polynomial which best fits three or more known
coordinates according to the method of least squares. The polynomial, in turn, is used
to calculate other wavelengths. Wave numbers calculated by the polynomial have the most
probable values that can be obtained from the known data by second-order theory.
A fourth-order term which accounts for spin-orbit interaction and a relativistic
correction is not given by this theory and was not included in the calculations because it
contributes a relatively small correction. It can, however, be the source of a large
extrapolation error or a physically inexplicable term requiring special treatment that
is impractical for the quantity of data involved here. (See ref. 4.)
PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
One hundred forty-five different groups of data sections were used. Each group
consisted of a data section of an ionized element with a relatively low atomic number
followed by four data sections of ionized elements with successively higher atomic num-
bers in the same isoelectronic sequence. The various groups are identified by the ele-
ment and ionization number of the first data section and are circled in table I. Use of
these groups generates wavelengths from 1.474 angstroms through 1954.897 angstroms ""
for Li H through Co XXVI.
From an ion chart, 1 such as shown in table I, it is evident that the groups overlap.
For example, the F n group contains three of the same data sections as the Na IV group.
It also contains one data section which is contained in the Al VI group. It is therefore
possible to obtain as many as three slightly different wavelength calculations for the same
spectral line. When two or more such calculations were made, the best calculation was
determined by considerations such as (1) the number of known wavelengths used in the
calculation, (2) the quality of the polynomial fit, (3) whether a known line has questionable
data, and (4) comparative intensities and their modifiers. Use of the grouping pattern
shown in table I limited the number of duplicate calculations.
Because of variations in the content and/or format of the compiled data (for
«
example, some configurations omit or displace the Is notation; others do not), the pro-
gram also calculated the wavelengths of some lines that were already in the compiled
data. A separate computer program was used to identify such lines. These lines were
removed from the list of calculated lines and were used to estimate the error of the cal-
culated lines.
Table n consists of the predicted transitions ordered according to increasing
atomic number, ionization stage, and wavelength. Table IE is divided into two sections.
The first section contains wavelengths that were calculated from four known wavelengths.
The second section contains wavelengths that were calculated from three known wave-
lengths. Both sections are ordered according to increasing wavelength. The data of
tables II and in are printed in the same format as that described in the appendix (table V)
except that columns 16 to 30 and 72 to 80 are not printed.
ERROR
The program calculated the wavelengths of 560 lines that were already contained in
the compiled data. The differences between these wavelengths have been used to estimate
the error of the calculated lines.
The standard deviation of the new wavelengths that were generated by three known
wavelengths was calculated separately from the new wavelengths that were generated by
four known wavelengths. The standard deviations were calculated by the following
formula:
iprepared Oct. 1969 by Professor Raymond L. Kelly and used with Ms permission.
The standard deviation, 83, for those lines generated by three known wavelengths
was 8.24 X 10~5 reciprocal angstroms. There were 399 lines used in the calculation.
More than 81 percent of the lines had errors smaller than 0.6745S3 (the most probable
error in a normal distribution); 86 percent had errors smaller than 83; 94 percent had
errors smaller than 2So; 97.8 percent had errors smaller than 883.
The standard deviation, 84, for those lines generated by four known wavelengths
was 1.88 x 1Q-5 reciprocal angstroms. There were 161 lines used in the calculation.
Of these lines 87 percent had errors smaller than 0.674584; 92 percent had errors
smaller than 84; 97.6 percent had errors smaller than 284.
An estimate of error in angstroms can be obtained by using the formula
AX = K\2
where
K an appropriate multiple of 8,
\ wavelength of calculated line in angstroms
Table IV provides a comparison of computed wavelengths with wavelengths taken
from published literature. (See refs. 5 to 10.) Generally, shorter wavelengths have
greater accuracy.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Atomic-emission-line wavelengths have been calculated from the wavelengths of
previously identified transitions by using the theory of isoelectronic sequences. The
wavelengths were calculated in a computer program which used second-degree poly-
nomials that best fit the respective isoelectronic sequences (according to the method of
least squares) that the program formed from known transitions.
All possible wavelength predictions from the known data are not included in this
publication. Some predicted wavelengths were involuntarily excluded for the following
reasons:
(1) Extrapolations were limited to two places at most to insure a reasonable error
of calculation.
(2) The grouping pattern was used for speed and efficiency.
(3) The computer program was unable to recognize identical configurations that
used inconsistent notations and/or formats.
The loss of predicted wavelengths due to the last two reasons is estimated to be less
than 10 percent.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., September 22, 1971.
APPENDIX
COMPUTER PROGRAM
The program was written in FORTRAN IV language. The following description of
its input, operation, and output follows the program sequence closely.
Listed in table V, the first line represents the format of an input data card. The
80 characters and blanks in the line correspond, respectively, to 80 card columns. The
type of information stored in the various column areas is explained below the example.
(Consult ref. 1 for additional information.) The various quantum mechanical coupling



















In this notation, fractions are represented by the next larger integer. In the punched
card data, LS coupling is predominant.
The flow chart and program listing are given in tables VI and VII. The comments
at the beginning of the program define many of the program variables. The variables
listed there represent information contained in the columns of the data cards. For
example, the variable name C3139 stands for columns 31 to 39 and stores information on
the lower quantum configuration of the emission line. (The letter M is used instead
of C in some instances.)
During the execution of the first part of the program, the information on as many
as 600 data cards is read into storage locations. All information on a card is given the
same index number and the cards are indexed consecutively. As the cards are read,
the program senses when a complete section of data has been read (the data are composed
of five sections, for example, Na II, Mg IE, Al IV, Si V, and P VI) and stores the first
APPENDIX - Continued
and last index number of each data section. The first index numbers of sections are
represented by Nl to N5 and the last are represented by NA to NE. These index numbers
are used subsequently to refer to data of a particular element.
The next part compares the quantum information of each spectral line in the first
data section with quantum information of each line in the other sections. If the same
transition^ is found in another section, the index number of the line in that section is
stored and immediately the search begins in the next section. The index numbers of the
matched transitions are stored in KLAP (IND).
If KLAP (IND) contains three or more index numbers, the third part of the program
uses the wavelength information of these indexed lines to calculate the coefficients of a
second-degree polynomial that best fits the data according to the method of least squares.
This polynomial, in turn, is used to calculate the probable wavelength of any line whose
corresponding transition cannot be found in a data section. (For example, if a particular
transition is found in Na II, Mg m, and P VI, the wavelengths for that transition in Al IV
and Si V will be calculated.) In addition, the polynomial is used to calculate the error of
the fit relative to the known wavelengths. As the program proceeds, it prints out the
matching index numbers, the transition, and the following information for each of the ions
associated with the data sections: (1) ion identification, (2) atomic number, (3) known or
calculated wavelength, (4) polynomial fit errors, (5) intensities of known lines, and
(6) input data comments. For each new line a card is punched in the format of the input
data cards.
If KLAP (IND) does not contain the index numbers of at least three lines, the third
part of the program is omitted and the program repeats the comparison process of the
second part by using the next transition of the first data section. This process involving
the second and third parts of the program is repeated until every transition in the first
data section has been compared with the transitions of the other four data sections. At
this point the computer, in essence, cycles the data sections (that is, the second data
section becomes the first data section, the third becomes second, etc., and the first sec-
tion becomes the fifth section) and the entire sequence is repeated. The program stops
when the data sections have been completely cycled.
this program, a transition is described by the upper and lower configurations,
terms, J-values, and parent terms. If all this information is given for each of two
transitions (of different elements) being compared, it must be identical to be a match.
For some transitions, however, the parent terms are not specified. The program will
still match these transitions with completely specified transitions if all other quantum
numbers match. Whether such a match is erroneous is determined by the fit error
and other output data.
APPENDIX - Concluded
Without preventive measures this program would calculate each new line several
times instead of once. To prevent this, the quantum identification of a matched transition
is altered (statement 203) when its index number is stored. (The quantum identification
of the transition in the first data section remains unaltered.)
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TABLE I. - PRESENT STATUS OF OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS OF ATOMIC SPECTRA
Spectrum Number
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Ratings
A Essentially complete
B Many lines and levels
c Some information, possibly old




B B B c x c x c c x x x c c x c
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TABLE H.- CALCULATED LINES - Continued
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TABLE H.- CALCULATED LINES - Continued
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P 12 31.097 2P2 2P 4D ID IF* 23 2P*
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TABLE H.- CALCULATED LINES - Continued
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TABLE II.- CALCULATED LINES - Continued
CONFIGURATION... TERM _ _ JPA_RENT-J.SR*L_
ICN V i A V g L E N G T H L O f c E P UPPER LOWER _ UPPER JJ LOWER. .UPPER
CA 3 301.790 3.P6 3 P 5 5 S G IS il*K 01 2P_*
CA 3 304.333 3P6 3P5 5S G IS 22*K 01 2P*_




325.704 3S23F5_ 3S23P4 3D G 2P* 20 22
329.062 3S23P.5 3S2.3P.4 30 _G_ 2_P* 2JL 12
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LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER
304 303 4P 3G 3G*
3C4 303 4P 3G 3G*
3C4 3C3 4P G 5D 30*
3C4 303 4P G 50 3D*
304 303 4P G 50 5F*
2C4 303 4P G 50 5F*
3C4 303 4P G 50 5F*
304 303 4P G 50 5F*
3C4 303 4P G 50 5F*
3C4 303 4P G 50 5F*
3C4 303 4P G 50 50*
3C4 3C3 4P G 50 50*
304 303 4P G 50 5F*
3C4 303 4P G 50 50*
2C4 303 4P G 50 50*
304 303 4P G 50 50*
3D4 303 4P G 50 5C*
3C4 303 4P G 50 50*





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































G 4F 40* 44
G 4F 40* 54
G 4F 40* 22
G 4F 40* 43




G 4F 20* 33
4P 4P* 22
G 4F 20* 43
4P 4P* 32
2H 2H* 66
G 4F 40* 54
G 4F 40* «3
4P 40* 34
G 4F 4D* 32
4P 40* 23
G 4F 4F* 45
G 4F 2F* 54
G 4F 2F* 43
G 4F 4G* 56
4P 40* 12
G <*F 4F* 34
G 4F 4F* 55
G 4F 4F* ^4
G 4F 4G* 45
G 4F 4F* 33
G 4F 4F* 22



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE H.- CALCULATED LINES - Continued



























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE H.- CALCULATED LINES - Continued










































































3S 3D 33 5F
3S2 3S 4P
3S 3P 3S 40
3S 3P 3S 40
35 3P 3S 40






























































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE m.- FINDING LIST











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE m.- FINDING LIST - Continued
(a) Continued
CONFIGURATION
" ION" WAVELENGTH LOWER UPPER
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TABLE m.- FINDING LIST - Continued
(a) Continued
ION W A V E L E N G T H
SCIO 422.234
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TABLE m.- FINDING LIST - Continued
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TABEL m.- FINDING LIST - Continued
(b) Continued
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TABLE IE.- FINDING LIST - Continued
(b) Continued
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2P2 2P 30
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TABLE m.- FINDING LIST - Continued
(b) Continued



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE m.- FINDING LIST - Continued
(b) Continued
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TABLE HI.- FINDING LIST - Continued
(b) Continued
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2S2 2P 2S 2P 3P
303 302 4P
2S2 2P 2S 2P 3P
303 302 4P
2S2 2P 2S 2P 3P
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ELEMENT AND IONIZATION STAGE
CONTAINS O IF ANY DATA IS QUESTIONABLE. (SUSPECT CLASSIF-




CONTAINS S IF LINE
MULTIPLET NUMBER
CONTAINS C IF LINE
CONTAINS S IF LINE
IS CLASSIFIED
IS A SOLAR LINE
LINE INTENSITY (VERY APPROXIMATE)
CONTAINS VARIOUS LETTERS WHICH REPRESENT A DESCRIPTION OF
THE LINE. (B*BLEND OF TWO LINES* D=DIFFUSE« F=FORBIDDEN.
'H»HAZY, P=PREDICTED WAVELENGTH. R=REVERSED. W=WIDE)
LOG(BASE 10> OF LARGEST INTENSITY OF THE SCALE
LOWER QUANTUM CONFIGURATION
UPPER QUANTUM CONFIGURATION
CONTAINS G IF LOWER TERM IS GROUND TERM
CONTAINS A LETTER WHICH REPRESENTS SPECTRUM IDENTIFICATION
UNDER AN OLD SYSTEM,IF THE LINE IS SO IDENTIFIED
LOWER TERM
PART OF OLD SPECTRUM IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
UPPER TERM
TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF LOWER TERM (J)
TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF UPPER TERM (j>
LOWER PARENT TERM
TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF LOWER PARENT TERM
UPPER PARENT TERM
TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF UPPER PARENT TERM
NUMBER OF REFERENCE FROM WHICH WAVELENGTH WAS OBTAINED
NUMBER OF REFERENCE FROM WHICH INTENSITY WAS OBTAINED
NUMBER OF REFERENCE FROM WHICH CLASSIFICATION WAS OBTAINED
111
TABLE VI.- FLOW CHART
Print First and
Last Index No. 's
of Data Sections
112
TABLE VH. - COMPUTER PROGRAM
PROGRAM SORT(INPUT,OUTPUT,PUNCH)
C THIS PROGRAM SORTS SPECTRAL EMISSION DATA INTO ISOELECTRONIC SEQUENCES
C AND CALCULATES WAVELENGTHS OF MISSING LINES IN THE SEQUENCES THAT
C CONTAIN THREE OR FOUR KNOWN WAVELENGTHS. CALCULATIONS ARE PERFORMED BY USE OF
C SECOND-DEGREE POLYNOMIALS WHICH BEST FIT THE RESPECTIVE SEQUENCES
C ACCORDING TO THE METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES.
C DATA IS COMPOSED OF ONE CARD CONTAINING ATOMIC NUMBERS OF FIVE
C SECTIONS OF KNOWN DATA FOLLOWED BY FIVE SECTIONS OF KNOWN DATA ON
C ISOELECTRONIC-IONS FOLLOWED BY A BLANK CARD.
C C14= ELEMENT AND IONUATION STAGE
C C5 = QtDATA QUESTIONABLE, SUSPECT CLASS.,IF CLASS.,OR SUSPECT ION.ST.)
C C614= WAVELENGTH OF LINE
C C15= S (IF STANDARD LINE)
C M1621= MULTIPLET NUMBER
C C22= C (IF CLASSIFIED LINEI
C C23= S (IF SOLAR LINEI
C M2428= INTENSITY
C C29= INTENSITY MODIFIER
C M30= INTENSITY BASE
C C3139= LOWER CONFIGURATION
C C4048= UPPER CONFIGURATION
C C49= G (IF GROUND STATE)
C C5154= LOWER TERM
C C5659= UPPER TERM
C M60= LOWER J
C M61= UPPER J
C C6266= LOWER PARENT TERM
C C6771= UPPER PARENT TERM
C M7280= REFERENCES


















IF(I.EQ.l) GO TO 110
101 IF(C14(I).EQ.C14(I-1»)GO TO 110


































































TABLE VH. - COMPUTER PROGRAM - Continued
PRINT 5tNl,NA,N2tNBtN3,NC,N4iND,N5tNE
5 FORMAT<22H1DATA SECTIONS INDICES t2I5t4(lH, t2I5 )///»
C STATEMENTS 200-207 CORRELATE EACH LINE OF ONE ELEMENT HITH ISOELECT.
C LINES OF OTHER FOUR ELEMENTS
200 ITOP=N1 $ IBOT=NA
DO 323 M=ITOPfI80T
KLAP(1)=M $ KLAP(2)=0 $ KLAP(3)=0 $ KLAP<4)=0 t KLAP<5»=0
JTOP=N2 $ JBOT=NB $ INO=2
201 00 202 K=JTOP,JBOT
IF(C3139(MI.NE.C3139<K)I GO TO 202
IF(C4048<M).NE.C4048<K)) GO TO 202
IF(C5154<M).NE.C5154<K)) GO TO 202
IF(C5659(M».NE.C5659<KM GO TO 202
IF(M60(M).NE.M60(K)I GO TO 202
IF(M6im.NE.M6KK))GO TO 202
212 IF(C6266(M».EQ.BLANK.OR.C6266<Kl.EO.BLANK»GO TO 210
IF(C6266(M).NE.C6266(KMGO TO 202






207 IF(IND.EQ,5)GO TO 208
INO=IND+1





204 JTOP=N3 $ JBOT=NC $ GO TO 201
205 JTOP=N4 $ JBCT=NO $ GO TO 201
206 JTOP=N5 $ JBOT=NE $ GO TO 201
C IF THERE ARE THREE OR MORE ISOELEC. LINESt THEY ARE FIT TO A 2ND ORDER POLYN.,









C C614=KNOWN LANDAS X=NUCLEAR CHARGE ISUM=NO. OF KNOWN LAMOAS
300 NU=1 $ X<1»=0. $ X(2)=0. S X(3 )=0 . t X(4)=0. $ X (5 )=0 .














ZO(JKI=Z5 $ GO TO 305
ZO(JK)=Z1 S GO TO 305
ZO(JK)=Z2 $ GO TO 305
ZO(JK)=Z3 $ GO TO 305
ZO(JK)=Z4
114










































































O S T 2 ( 4 »
O S T 3 ( 4 I
C S T 4 ( 4 >








































Kl ) ,C5154(K1» ,
IF( IN.EQ.5)KC = N5
M2A2 8 (KC 1=01777000 000000 0000000
AUXL( INI=017770000000000000000
PUNCH 9, (C14(KC» ,PRED( IN),C3139(K1 ) tC*048 ( Kl )




P R I N T 113
113 FORMAT(8HOELEMENT, 8X.14HOUANTUM STATES, 21 X , 1HZ , 3Xf 9HTAB. LINt ,
15X.10HPRED. LINE.6X.9HLINE OEV, ,4X ,9H INTENSITY ,4 X, 12HQUESTIONABLE »
318 PRINT 319,(C14(KC> ,C3139( KL > ,C40*8 ( KL » ,C5 1541KL ) ,C5659I KL ) ,
1M60(KL>,M61(KL I ,ZO( IN) ,AUXL( IN ) ,PREO( IN) , OEV( I N ) ,M2428(KCJ ,
2 C 2 9 ( K C I , Q S T 1 ( I N » , O S T 2 ( I N ) tOST3 ( INI .OST41 IN ) .QST5 (IN J )




TABLE VH.- COMPUTER PROGRAM - Concluded







C STATEMENTS BEGINNING AT 400 CYCLE PREVIOUS ELEMENT CROER FOR ANOTHER
C PASS THRU THE PROGRAM (UNTIL THERE HAVE BEEN 5 PASSES!
400 IFtNEF.EQ.IBOTIGO TO 401














116 NASA-Langley, 1971 24 L-7935
^NATIONAL. AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADM ISTRATION
' . • „ ' WASHINGTON, D.C, 20546
.. OFFICIAL BUSINESS ^
PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE J300 '
FIRST CLASS MAIL
POSTAGE AND FEES PAID
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION
POSTMASTER: If Undeliverable (Section 138
•Postal Manual) Do Not Return
''The aeronautical and, space activities of the United States shall be
conducted so as to contribute . . . to the expansion of human knowl-
edge of phenomena in the atmosphere and space. The Administration
shall provide for the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination
of information concerning its activities and-the results thereof."
— NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT OF 1958
NASA SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
TECHNICAL REPORTS: Scientific and
': technical information considered important,
complete, and^a lasting contribution to existing
knowledge. .,
TECHNICAL NOTES: Information less broad
in scope but nevertheless of importance as a
contribution to existing knowledge.
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS:
Information receiving limited distribution
because of preliminary data, security classifica-
tion, or other reasons. '•>
CONTRACTOR REPORTS: Scientific and
technical information generated under a NASA
contract or grant and 'considered,ari important
contribution to existing knowledge.
TECHNICAL TRANSLATIONS: Information:
published in a foreign language considered
to merit NASA distribution in English.
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS: Information
derived from or of value to NASA activities;
Publications include conference proceedings,
monographs, data compilations, handbooks,
sourcebooks, and special bibliographies:
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
PUBLICATIONS: Information on technology
used by NASA that may be of particular
-interest in commercial and other non-aerospace
applications. Publications include Tech Briefs,
Technology Utilization Reports and
Technology Surveys.
jbefa/Vs'o/7, the .availability of these publications may be obtained from:,
SCIENTIFIC, AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION OFFICE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
r ;/: ! Wwhinston, D.C. 20546
